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Sheridan forum addresses drugs, alcohol, stress
Over300parents attentf'Tuestfay nf!jlit~presentation

Brian Kane
Core Staff
n an unprecedented convocation Tuesday night, President Paul Sheridan, S.J.,
spoke to parents on the many issues that
challenge SLUH students in their daily
lives.
According to Sheridan, no one incident prompted the presentation. "Obviously our students are exposed to these
issues .... They're real for many kids ....
Some ofthe guys here are very depressed,"
he said, "These are things we have to
successfully confront."
More than 300 parents flowed into
the gym for Sheridan's speech. At 7:10,
he began by reviewing three major problems facing teens.
After briefly noting underage and
binge drinking as a threat to student wellbeing, he moved on to the topic of drug
abuse. Sheridan singled out marijuana as
a common drug. Sheridan stressed the
harmful side effects of marijuana use,
including mood changes, stealing, and an
increasing lack of ambition. He suggested
that parents have a "caring confrontation"
with their son if they suspect he is using
drugs.
The next issue Sheridan brought up
was teen suicide. "This is a real issue," he
said as he opened the topic. He reminded
parents that suicide is the third-leading
cause of death in the United States among
people 15 to 24 years old, and that 15
percent of teenagers attempt it. He followed these statements by pointing out
that, theoretically, by those numbers, 100
SLUH students have attempted suicide.
He cited the lack of life experience and

I

feelings of hopelessness among teens as
reasons for suicide.
Sheridan moved on to the danger that
no SLUH student is immune to: stress. In
addition to the school's rigorous academic
demands, Sheridan added out-of-school
jobs as a student stress factor. He said that
the reason a student chooses to find a job
is important. He felt that working solely
as a source of income for unnecessary
purchases was not a wise thing for students to do.
Sheridan singled out sophomores as
being particularly vulnerable to temptations: "He is in essence the most vulnerable person we have in this school." He

thought factors such as beginning to drive
and the freedom that comes with it could
make sophomore year a more challenging
one for some students.
Sheridan also discussed the power of
religion in dealing with the issues. He
cited information researched by former
Drug Czar Joseph Califano at Columbia
University in New York, saying that teens
who do not consider religion important
were three times more likely to drink or
smoke, four times more likely to use marijuana, and seven times more likely to use
illicit drugs than those who do consider
religion important.
seeHOME,4

Keycard door locks installed
Matt Hoffman
Core Staff

W

orkers from Hackett Inc. are in the
process of installing six keycardoperated locks on outside doors around
SLUR's campus. Plans called for installation to be completed this week, but due
to several unforseen problems, the new
locks will not be up and running until
sometime next week. The two doors to the
right and left of the switchboard, the food
service entrance, the student door on
Berthold, the door leading to the theater,
and the door underneath the library will
be getting the new locks.
"We're going very slowly (with the
installation) to make sure we get it right,"
said Director of Security Charlie Clark,
who headed the operation. One problem
that surfaced immediately was that multiple types ofdoors had to be wired through.

"Each door is different," said Clark. While
they can run wires through the tops of
metal doors, they must run wires through
special strips for glass or wood doors.
Another problem was the amount of
manpower required to run wires from the
new locks to the lock computer system.
"This is a big place. (It is) a lot bigger than
you think," said Clark. "These are very
long hallways."
The old key locks will remain on the
outside doors for a month to ensure a
smooth transition. This year, the school
entered into a five-year lease for its electronic security system. Clark is still negotiating the price with Hackett and plans to
spend under $500 a month for the system.
Clark said he plans to replace all of
the interior locks for next school year and
wants to replace the outdated security
cameras sometime within the next couple
of years.
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Calendar

by Patrick Meek
FRIDAY. FEB. 22
ScheduleR
Fast Friday
Activity Period: Truman State Univ.
V-BB @District Toun. @ Normandy
MONDAY. FEB. 25
ScheduleR

February 22, 2002

TUESDAY. FEB. 26
ScheduleR
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 27
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Sophomore Class Liturgy

Feb. 22-Mar. 1
Activity Period: Creighton Univ., Southwest Missouri State Univ.
STUCO Blood Drive
FRIDAY. MAR. l
Schedule R
Sno-ball Dance
Fast Friday

THURSDAY. FEB. 28
Schedule R

UNDERCLASSMEN SPORTS WRAP
Wrestling: JV team
Craig Leibach, who wrestled N all year:
"Despite opens in our lineup there was
much improvement in the team. Through
the tournaments we all became pretty
close."
Wrestling: C team
Record: 10-3
Highlights: 2nd at Fox Tournament, 2nd
in MCC, team heavyweight David
Caldwell was undefeated pinning all of
his opponents.
Team Captain Joe Moorman of the MCC
tournament: "Everybody put all of their
effort into it. Even those who weren' t
wrestling came and supported everybody."
Moorman also expressed excitement for
his gold medal in districts.

Hockey: JV
Record: 4-8-2
Team center Paul LaMartina noted that
the teams' season, "was educational,"
continuing, "we look forward to bringing
a lot of talent to varsity next year. We lost
a bunch of games this year that could have
gone either way."
Hockey: C team
Record: 7-1-2, 2 games remaining
Team superstar Luke Hogrebe said the
team had, "a pretty good year." Hogrebe
also commented, "We played strong. It
was a lot of fun.
Basketball: JV team
Record: 12-9; last game tonight versus
Cape Girardeau
Team Highlight: Defeated 16-0 Oakville,
requiring coach Brock Kesterson to shave

his head.
Team Captain Chris Luth: "(The) season
went well. We were a streaky team. We
had our high points and low points; all in
all, it went well."

Basketball: Freshman Blue team
Record: 13-4
Highlights: The team defeated McCluer
North to win the Oakville tournament.
Head coach Gary Kornfeld: "In defeati ng
McCluer North, we beat a team nobody
thought we could play with."
Basketball: Freshman White team
Record: 11-9
Highlight: The team won the consolation
game of the Chaminade Tournament.
Head coach Tom Wilson: "Everybody
played. Everybody had fun. It was an
enjoyable season."
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Feb. 6 was National Signing Day for high school athletes wishing to sign binding
commitments to play a sport at a college or university next year. Three SLUH seniors
have committed to play college football next year. Tim Boyce and Adam Siebenman
signed with Southwest Missouri State, and Craig Schlapprizzi signed with Dartmouth.
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- Charles Augustin Sainte-Beauve
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Twellman, '98, signs with MLS's Revolution
S£ fl:l-fsoccer star retums to 'll.S. after stint witli 1860 Municli
for comment, as he is currently in Brazil
training with the New England team.
However, his mother, Moochie Twellman,
arshall Faulk was drafted second
said Taylor and his family are extremely
excited about his return to the United
overall in the 1994 NFL draft. The
States. "I still don't think we can believe
New Jersey Devils made Brendan
he's back playing in the U.S.," she said.
Shanahan the second overall pick in the
Twellman believes the terrorist at1987 NHL draft. Now sports fans can add
tacks on Sept. 11 influenced her son's
Taylor Twellman, '98, to the list of athdecision. "He didn' t want to stay away
letes picked second overall in a draft. The
after Sept. 11," she said. "He just didn't
New England Revolution picked
feel as comfortTwellman second
able away from
overall in the 2002
home."
Major League Soccer
While in GerSuperDraft in Orlando
many , though,
on Feb. 10.
Twellman learned
Twellman,
a
how to live in a
standout at SLUH,
new culture. He
played soccer at the
learned how to
University of Maryspeak German
land for two years,
fairly well, and he
during which he
lived in a Munich
scored 12 goals. Purapartment by himsuing a soccer career,
self. " He was
Twellman then signed
pretty young to be
a two-year profesdoing all this,"
sional contract to play
for 1860Munich's re- Twellman, right, races toward a ball against CBC in a said Moochie
1998 soccer game for SLUH. Twellman sef MCC and
serve side in April of SLUH records for goal-scoring during his high school Twellman.
Although
2000. He led the re- career.
Twellman
has
decided
to
play
in the U.S.
serve side of the German club in goals in
for
now,
his
mother
thinks
the
allure of
his first year, but he opted to turn down
European
soccer
will
eventually
draw
him
the two-year contract the club recently
"I
think
he's
definitely
going
to
plan
back.
offered him.
to go back at some point," she said.
Twellman was unable to be reached

Kevin Moore
Sports Editor

M

!)earfoofg!Oty retttms to S£/ll!H
After a four-month wait, SLUH
students received their2000-2001 Dauphin yearbooks in homeroom on
Wednesday. Yearbook editor Dave
Decepida was impressed with the yearbooks' reception. "Compared with the
previous yearbook release, people were
more happy with this one because it was
more complete." Decepida hopes that
the next yearbook will also be good.
Sophomores, at left, are spellbound
by their first high school yearbook.

Yet for now, Twellman will be playing on U.S. soil. New England is currently
scrimmaging teams in Brazil. His first
regular season game will be March 23rd
on the road against the New York I New
Jersey MetroStars.

NAUSLEY TAKES
SECOND IN
SHAKESPEARE
CONTEST
Paul Hogrebe
Reporter
ver the weekend, Chris Nausley
placed second in the English Speaking Union's regional Shakespeare contest. After winning SLUH's contest,
Nausley traveled to UMSL last Saturday.
With English teacher Miles Grier as his
coach, Nausley represented the school in
a contest that lasted approximately two
and a half hours. SLUH was one of the 11
local schools that sent representatives.
Nausley again performed Sonnet 138
and an excerpt from the Merchant of
Venice, the duo of pieces with which he
wowed SLUH's judges. He reproduced
the pair skillfully, butcameupshortofthe
all-expense paid trip to New York City,
the next venue in the competition. The
competition was incredibly strong, but
his performance still impressed the judges
enough for a noteworthy second place.
Nausley summed up his surprise saying,
"I didn't really expect to place at all." For
his excellence, Nausley also won $200.
Grier loved Nausley's performance
because, "It was very organic and presented nothing superficial." Pleased with
Nausley' s performance, he hopes that participation will be greater next year. So,
brush off your copy of Macbeth and start
practicing for the chance to study at Oxford.
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EDITORIAL
A question, not an answer
Three weeks ago, history teacher Jeff Harrison, S.J., hung a
poster in the student commons. It was a collage of pictures of
whites posing with the bodies of black people whom they had
lynched; it was accompanied by articles from various publications explaining the nature of such lynchings. It was entitled
"White History Month." Last Friday afternoon, someone ripped
it from the wall without explanation.
It is clear that no one will benefit if someone says, 'That
person shouldn' t have torn down the poster.' Those who know
the act was unfair know it and those who think it was necessary
probably still feel that way. The real problem lies not in the fact
that someone went to the extreme that he did. The problem is that
he felt that the extreme was neccessary, that no one in the
community would seriously listen to his view on the matter.
Perhaps the vandal thought he had reached a last resort.
Perhaps he acted impulsively. But regardless of the details of that
case, the community's attitude toward some controversial issues
is restricti ve. When it comes to questions of racist, homophobic,
or sexist sentiments, there are quite a few people who are
prepared for open debate. Yet some views are near taboo; there
seems to be an unspoken gag on topics the community is unready
to embrace or at least consider.
The community must realize that there are serious racist,
homophobic and sexist problems in the school that will not go
away on their own. Harrison said, regarding civil rights, "I
believe the workisn' t finished. We have reached a 'polite' stage."
Some Americans, he said, " think, 'That' s all over. Everybody's
equal. '" The same is true for other problems of inequality clearly
present within the student body.
Taking a further step, everyone must begin to accept the fact
that there may be no right answer to diffic ult questions right now.

As Harrison said, "(The poster) wasn't an answer, it was a
question." Those who feel disturbed by the poster have an
obligaton not to keep their objections locked up but to talk about
their feelings, those who stand behind the poster's message (or
oppose the opposition, as it were) need to be receptive. There
must be trust between both sides.
These issues are not easily resolved. While this page obviously opposes racism, sexism, and anti-homosexuality and homophobia, all of those issues are more complicated than two
opposing opinions. Emotions are involved; people will be moved.
It would be foolish to think that one debate or two could close the
controversy. Those who feel strongly one way or the other should
be allowed to speak. If the collective voice of the community
immediately labels certain people as racist, homophobic or
misogynist, it will never hear their argument. At present, those
who hold questionable views, or even uncertain views, are hardly
allowed to speak freely.
Ideally, those who are moved by issues-like the person
who tore down the poster- would speak with the people involved and have a truly productive debate. But if nothing else,
they should speak to the administration, speak through the Prep
News, speak at SAC meetings, class meetings, and morning
prayer services. The last place the debate belongs is in whispers
at the lunch table, in closed cars on the way home, in the private
conversation of two like-minded people. Perhaps it will begin
there, but it mustn' t fester there and never test itself against the
opposition. If both sides truly believe in what they think, they
need to put their beliefs io the test, and if each side is truly open
to what the other has to say, then neither should fear anything but
the power of a truly progressive debate.

1970 Celebration _cast returns for performance
Geoff Brusca
Core Staff
he time for Celebration may have
passed, but reminiscence is always in
vogue. When the play opened in SLUR's
theater last week, itteminded the school's
thirty-year faithful of the 1970production
that was·deemed good enough to be performed for the play's authors. Just before
this year's production started, veterans of
that acclaimed show/tour flocked back to
SLUH for a reunion Celebration celebration.
Celebration debuted to receptive
crowds in the auditorium in 1970, under
the direction of current theater teacher Joe

T

Schulte, and it was an instant success.
Dawn Peterman, who played the role of
the Angel in the 1970 production, recalled
that the ·theater of that era could only fit
about 150 people, and that "it was a very
intimate atmosphere." The show sold out
for three straight weekends, and would
have been extended to ·a fourth had the
gym not been needed for other purposes.
But the show was so good that the
International Thespian Society noticed it
and asked for the crew to perform for a
conference at Indiana University. Schulte,
who traveled with the show, pointed out
that, "(They) had a huge job because (they)
were asked to (put on) Celebration specifically becuase the writers, Tom Jones

and Harvey Schmidt, were the keynote
speakers for the conference."
Peterman remembered thinking that
she "better not screw up a line" in front of
the writers, but that it was "just fabulous"
to .be in an enormous theater in front of so
many theater and Celebration fans. Taking the play on the road was quite an
experience for everyone.
To commemorate such a wonderful
time in Dauphin history, the cast and crew
of that '70s show returned for a reunion;
rehashing their own memories and watching the current Dauphinbills form some
new ones. The shows had some differences, such as the much bigger budget and
see RE-WRITE, 9

Editors: Andrew Ivers, Kevin Moore, Andy Neilsen
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(from 1)
Sheridan made mention of the resources available at SLUH to counter the
dangers facing its students. Among them
were the Wellness Club, the Care Team,
department initiatives, and student retreats.
Included in his talk were several plans
which have been devised which have the
potential of being implemented at SLUH
within the next few years. One plan which
will be carried out in the next school year
is the placing of senior advisors in sophomore homerooms, in addition to freshman homerooms.
A mqre advanced plan which
Sheridan and other administrators are
weighing is the possibility of implementing a "house system." The system would in essence replace the
current homeroom system. The
school could be divided into anumber of houses, each consisting of
roughly 100 students, including students from several years. Each house
would be further divided into groups
ofroughly25-30students. The houses
would each be led by a faculty member, and the house' s faculty member
would remain in that position from
year to year. This element of the
system is to allow students to create
a strong bond with a particular faculty member throughout their high
school years.
Another idea which Sheridan
plans to implement in 2003 is a one-day
summer retreat. The retreat would be for
all members of the SLUH community,
including students, parents, and faculty.
The retreat would allow those in attendance to discuss the issues they face,
listen to speakers about the issues, and
come together as a whole in support of
one another.
In addition to the retreat, the idea of a
Father-Son Facts and Fun Night was proposed. The goal of this session would be
to aid in the sexual development of students and greater communication between
the fathers and sons.
Sheridan also mentioned that he believed the retreats for juniors and seniors
have been doing a good job of meeting

their goals. However, he said the formats
of the freshman and sophomore retreats
would become subject to change in the
near future to make them just as effective.
Sheridan noted that the school and
faculty both needed to work on promoting
self-worth in students. Though he had
great praise for the faculty, he admitted
that serious harm can be caused by the
possibly caustic remark of a teacher. But
he promised, "We will raise the mark here
in trying to be more nurturing."
One of the last topics Sheridan talked

Sheridan speaks to SLUH parents in the gym Tuesday night.

about was spring break. He cautioned
parents against allowing unchaperoned
trips to Florida, New Orleans, and Mexico.
He warned them of the many dangers that
could face their sons, including but not
limited to, binge drinking and casual sex.
"Do you really want (your son) to be
exposed to all that?" he asked the parents.
Throughout his speech, Sheridan discussed methods to prevent things such as
substance abuse from happening, and how
to stop the problem if it has already begun.
He suggested many safeguards to the parents, including knowing their son's friends,
being willing to say, "no," and exercising
discipline with their sons. He also said
that affirming the goodness of their son
while criticizing his destructive behavior

was necessary. He suggested attending
church as families. In nearly every instance, he stressed the importance of open
communication between the parents and
sons, and reminded them that "vigilance
is key."
Sheridan asked that parents keep
themselves educated on the issues their
sons are facing, and to work with the
school to help their sons. "Create a consistent message with us .... We both have to
provide a sense of belonging," he said.
Sheridan also noted that it is not
enough for parents to judge their
children solely on grades when
deciding whether or not to allow
things. "It's your challenge to
really know your son," he told
them.
Also mentioned in the talk was
the use of double-standards.
Sheridan asked parents to stay
away from them for the good of
their son, and to set good examples.
Near the end ofhis talk, Sheridan
asked for the help of the parents
in identifying students who may
be in particular danger of harm
due to these issues. He asked that
they come forward with information in hopes of keeping more
harmful things from happening
to certain students. "We need to
have safe resources to transfer
that information ... We won't betray who
we heard it from," he told his audience.
After speaking to the parents,
Sheridan took questions from the crowd.
During this session, he told the parents
that the presentation that was given to
freshmen a month ago on sexually transmitted diseases would also be given to the
sophomore class. He also took a question
on drug testing at SLUH, answering that
he did not foresee implementing amandatory test at the school. "I think that decision belongs at home," he commented.
Sheridan ended his speech by thanking those who attended for doing so, and
praising them. "My respect for you is
enormous. My respect for your sons is
absolutely enormous," he concluded.
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Gateway crushes Cottonbills' playoff hopes
Reid Heidenry
Reporter

L

ast Friday night the CashMoney Bills
took on Cape Central, looking to go
one game over the half-mark and win the
sixth game in their last eight. Sporting
their baby-blue getups, the PeteyPabBills
were ready to dominate the undersized
farm hands. However, before they could
partake in the madness, the seniors and
their parents were honored at half court.
Jumpstarting the contest early was
senior Kris Lowes, feeding his partner in
crime Freddie Daues with a no-I didn'tlook pass for the easy deuce. Lowes then
followed up on the next possession with a
massive trey bomb to put SLUH up 5-2.
Andy Wahl then took control of the
U. High offense. Wahl assisted senior
Sean Reidy for the double, picked a Cape
pass and then snatched a huge offensive
board. Wahl then supermanned to the
cylinder for the easy two. His shot gave
him the number one shooting percentage
in the country-HS, NCAA, and NBA
included (minimum one shot). "I may be

no Lowes, but
none of them
shoot 100 percent,"
said
Wahl. His massiveness all
over the rectangle
put
SLUH up 2310 at the end of
one.
With the
second quarter
over,
the
Basketbills
were in control.
Everything was
going SLUR's
Siebenman fires up the team before its game against Cape Girardeau.
way until Sean
Reidy went up for a sick dunk that would
in and took over, cottoning a triple to put
leave him bloodied and in pain on the
SLUH up 40-21. With about 7 seconds
floor. "I went up for a reverse-360 dunk
left in the half, Cape brought up the globe
and right when I opened up to throw it
looking to get the last shot. Cape rimmed
down , my nose slammed into the rim and
the shot and senior Kevin Schroeder
I broke my shnozz"- for the third time.
grabbed the board with a second left.
With Reidy's absence, the Magic Man
From the baseline, Schroeder then turned
see FADEAWAY,8
himself, Jason "Houdini" Laflore, stepped

Rugbybills romp Chaminade 24-12 in opener
Tim Piechowski
Core Staff

T

he St. Louis Druids Rugby team, a
team made up of mostly SLUH students, has been preparing for its season
since the end of November, and finally
began playing games just two weeks ago.
They started their season off with a 24- 12
victory against Chaminade.
The team was happy to get its first W,
but the coaches and players on the team
realized from their play that they would
need to improve basic skills such as
rucking and getting the ball to outside
wingers if they plan to beat more competitive teams.
The Druids especially hurt themselves
with penalties. At one point during the
first half, the team received several offsides
calls in a row, resulting in the referee's

awarding Chaminade a penalty try
(equivalent to a football touchdown) worth
5 points, plus an attempt for a field goalstyle kick worth 2 points.
Team captain Pat Meier said of the
game, "It was pretty sloppy because a lot
of guys hadn't played before, but by the
second half, we were getting pretty physical, and taking control." The team's play
came together in the second half when
center Brad Drakesmith ran the ball nearly
70 meters to score a try.
Forward Dave Mahach, on his actions during Drakesrnith's explosive run,
said, "I took, like, three steps to go help
and ruck over, and then I realized he had
broken four tackles and would be OK on
his own."
After their victory against
Chaminade, the Druids moved on to play
Priory. The team felt uneasy going into

the. game as they were without captain
Meier (college visit), flanker Joe Devine
(concussion), and fullback Brian Hess
(unrelated basketbali injury). At half, the
team was down 7-5, but picked it up in the
second half to pull out a 17-7 victory.
Scores in the game came from James
Mann, Nate Wilson, and co-captain Tom
Lodes.
Coach Suzanne Walsh noted that the
team is off to a "good start to the season."
Walsh also noted, "[We] still have a long
way to go, but we are looking very prom~
ising as a team."
The Druids' next game will be against
their main rival, the Spartans of DeSmet,
a match which assistant coach Derek
Eicholz said, "will be a tough game for us.
(DeSmet) beat the Druids four times last
year." Be sure to come and cheer for the
Druids tomorrow at noon, on the fields
behind the Jewel Box in Forest Park.
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Icebills · end season with loss to DeSmet

Brian Wacker
Reporter
lying into the playoffs with an impressive 11-7-2 record, the SLUR
hockey team found itself in a unique situation. For the first time in several years,
the team was poised to win some playoff
games. With big wins against DeSmet
and Vianney during the season, they also
were considered contenders, though
maybe long shots, for the state crown.
The flight through the playoffs started
at South County Rink, where the seventh
ranked MightyDuckBills took on the dangerous Griffens from Vianney, who were
ranked number ten. "They were a tough
team to have to play to begin the playoffs,
especially since we split with them over

F

the season," remarked Dennis Burke.
The playoff system is unique in Missouri High School Hockey. The match up
is played in a best-of-three format. In the
event of a split of the first two games,
there is a sudden-death tiebreaker game
played in which the frrst team to score
wins.
The first game against Vianney took
place Monday. The Golden Griffins got
on the board early to take a 1-0 lead into
the first intermission. However, the Jr.
Bills reeled off four unanswered goals
over the next two periods to put the game
away. Junior Dan Dileo recuperated from
his miscue in the first period and kept the
. opponents from Vianney silent for the rest
of the game.
"It was a big game for us," com-

men ted senior Joe Mantovani, who scored
the game-winner, "We really proved that
we were in these playoffs for a reason."
The second game against Vianney
took place on Thursday. But, the change
in day did not change the results of the
game. Again, the Jr. Bills went down
early, surrendering two first period goals.
Yet the BusieBills rallied in true SLUH
fashion. With two goals from John Greffet,
and one goal apiece from Mantovani and
junior Tim Mudd, SLUR once again put
Vianney to sleep for the rest of the game.
"I can' t even begin to tell you how great it
feltto take two in a row," said junior Andy
Wolterman, "We played with class and
integrity. That was the difference."
After sending Vianney packing for
see LONELY STREET, 7

Grapplers disappointed in State performance
Mike Smallwood
Reporter

I

n wrestling competition at the state
level, there lies the honor of the hardfought battle and the knowledge of one's
own accomplishments, even in defeat.
The SLUR wrestling program sent a record
six state qualifiers to Columbia last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, several with
good chances to do well in the doubleelimination state meet.
Four juniors got to witness the spectacle that is State for the first time. Junior
Rob Nahlik (112) faced some tough competition with his draw in the tournament.
Nahlik lost his first-round match 8-3 and
his wrestleback match 10-5 in two competitive matches.
Junior Boyd Gonnerman (119) also
set his aims on the demanding state competition. After losing hisfrrst-round match,
Gonnerman fought hard to stay in his
second-round match. However, li ke
Nahlik, he fell just a little short in a 6-3
loss.
Another junior, Justin Clerc (140),
was forced to take on some of the toughest
competitors in his weight class due to his
seeding in the tournament. Junior Chris .

Wagnitz (145) qualified for the state tournament but injured himself in doing so at
sectionals. He was unable to compete due
to his arm injury and was forced to default
both of his matches.
With these four junior state qualifiers
and several other young wrestlers who
came close to qualifying, the future looks
good for the team as a whole.
Senior Joe Bommarito (152) returned
to the state competition for his second
time, and he faced several great wrestlers.
He too hit some bumps and was forced out
of the tournament earlier than he expected.
He lost a close 4-2 match in the first
round, but won his wrestleback match 84 to advance to another round. Unfortunately for Bommarito, he lost his final
high school m atch 9-5.
Senior Colin O'Brien (160) also had
great hopes for the state tournament. He
got off to a great start, winning his firstround match with an 11-3 major decision.
In his quarterfinal match, he faced a wrestler from St. Joseph's Central to whom he
had previously suffered one of his two
season losses. After a controversial call
by the referee that O'Brien's opponent's
foot was out of bounds right as O'Brien
took him down, O'Brien lost 3-2.

O'Brien lost his subsequent
wrestleback match in overtime, 6-4, in
another intense match.
Head coach Tim Curdt commented,
"It must be a little bit disappointing for
those guys (Bommarito and O'Brien), but
they should realize what a special season
. this has been and how much they have
meant to the program." These two "legitimately proved" themselves as some of the
best wrestlers in the state, according to
Curdt.
Curdt credited the success of the entire team to the example Bommarito and
O'Brien set, adding that they have inspired the rest of the program for the
future. He only hopes that many of the
other wrestlers who will be returning next
year, especially those who qualified for
State, will be "hungrier to get back (to
State)" and only learn from their experience this year like O'Brien and Bommarito
have done previously.
Indeed, this was a special season for
every wrestler and for the team as a whole.
Many records were set and broken, but as
with the attitudes of the upcoming wrestlers, these records should not stand for
long as many strive even harder to have a
better season next year.
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Gunslingers shoulder rifles against Quincy
Team oeats recordscore of2185 witli a cohssaf2191
Scott Isaak
Reporter
his past weekend, the Riflebills shot
against the Blue Devils of Quincy
High School. After their success in the
Tirree Position Sectionals, the Jr. Bills
were hoping for another big win against
Quincy. The success that the team hoped
for was reached as they broke the school
record established last weekend at Highland.
Despite the late arrival of the Quincy
team, the Rifle bills were still able to shoot
up to their expectations. The team score of
2191 out of a possible 2400 easily beat
Quincy's score of 2004. This score also
beat the record score of 2185, set last

T

week. Individual scores were also high as
varsity team members Scott Isaak, Chris
Seals, Giles Walsh, and Kevin Gentsch
shot scores of 554, 552, 546, and 539
respectively.
TheN team also shot its best score of
this season, gliding past Quincy' s varsity
team with a score of 2095. This also
marked the first time this season that all of
the members of the JV team shot above
500 in the same match, with Adam
Hilkenkamp, Andrew Hrdlicka, Kevin
Witbrodt, and Bo Purcell shooting scores
of 540, 528, 519, and 508.
This weekend, the rifle team will
travel to Quincy, Ill. to schoot in the MidAmerica High School Rifle Championship. Teams from all over the midwest
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TOUGH LOSS
(from 5)
the season •. the Bills were thrown into
playing a tough DeSmet team on just two
days of rest on Saturday. The team
struggled through the first period again,
allowing DeSmet to take a 1-0 lead. It
could have been a lot worse, but sophomore goalie Charlie Effinger made spectacular save after spectacular save to keep
the team in it. Then, in the second period,
Dennis Burke buried the biscuit behind
the DeSmet goalie to even the tally. The
third period was hard fought, with both
teams scrounging for possession of the
puck at every turn. Both teams added third
period goals, including a wrister from
Bobby Lachky. The game ended in a
hard-fought, hard-earned 2-2 tie. Effinger
ended up with 43 saves on 45 shots.
Having thrown the playoff system
into a tizzy with a first-game tie, the two
teams were faced with what was essentially a game seven type situation, with
the winner advancing to play Marquette
in the semifinals.
Once again, both teams came out
flying. The first period turned into the
high school equivalent of the NHL goalie
skills competition. The teams went back

will be competing, giving the team a
chance to prove itself against different
teams. The team will also be shooting in
its first three position air rifle match of the
season and hopes to have as much success
as in smallbore.
Said Andrew Hrdlicka, "At the beginning of the year we knew our scores
could have been higher, and now we are
finally performing to our capabilities."

and forth, throwing shot after shot at
Effinger and the DeSmet netminder. Both
came up with crazy body contortions that
somehow prevented the puck from going
into the net.
In the second period, though, SLUH
had a few minor lapses on defense and
transition play that led to major goals for
DeSmet.
Going into the third period, the Bills
were down 2-0 but not out. They sent a
flurry of shots on goal in the first half of
the third, but the DeSmet goalie "sold his
soul to the devil," as Sports Commissioner Adam Shukwit put it, and played
exceptionally. DeSmet then added another goal on a power play to put the game
out of reach. SLUH scored a late goal, but
could not mount a comeback, falling 3-1
to the Spartans.
The KoHoBills enjoyed a very successful season that was filled with big
wins, solid games, and near misses. Their
final record was 13-8-3, including playoffs. "We are looking forward to next year
already," said junior Phil Abram. They
have good reason to. Only losing 5 seniors
to graduation, SLUH promises to retain
its contender status.
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FADEAWAY
(from 5)
and chucked the rock in whom he trusted
the full length of the court. It was straight
Parkay, all cotton, nuttin' but net! The
building went bananas. Coach John Ross
was impressed as well. 'T ve never seen a
shot quite like it. I sent it in to Trey Wingo,
and hopefully we' II all see it on ESPN this
Sunday."
After the Berthold Bomb, SLUH got
back to the game. Matt Wyrwich got crazy
on Cape, letting 'em know that
they were ju st too little.
Wyrwich' s dunk brought the lead
up to 51-28. Moments later, senior Anthony Benbow dropped
his Twan-Bows on the Capers ~with a last second left-handed put
back. Twan-Bow then started the
fourth with some more of his mad
flavor. Benbow put his head
down, dribbled hard to the left,
and cashed the ridiculous jumper.
Kris Lowes wanted some action, too. After leaving his defender, Lowes drove to the basket and dunked the globe, putting
theCottonBillsup67-38. "Ithrew
it down like my books in the
second semester," said Lowes
after his onslaught. Lowes had 19 on the
night, followed by Daues with 16. Thanks
to 58% shooting from the field, the
Basketbills walked away with an easy 7850 win.
The next game would not be as easy.
Back in the Public High League, the
Basketbills had to go up against5th-ranked
Gateway at Normandy HS.
K. Lowes started the game off with 4
delicious points, giving SLUH the early
edge. The Jaguars of Gateway then went
on a 14-0 run before SLUH had their own
7-0 run. Reidy, playing despite his busted
beak, lit it up from the line. Reidy's patented head fake had Gateway's high-flyers falling over his grill early, giving him
easy free throws.
Wyr wich was blocking Gateway's
nonsense left and right, giving the
NuttinButNetBills more oppurtunities to
cash in. Schroeder and his home-skillet
Adam Siebenman took advantage, smoking shots and giving SLUH a 26-24 lead

early in the third. However, the Jaguars
then went on another 14-0 run at the end
of the third.
Siebenman tried to bring SLUH back,
cottoning two consecutive three-balls. But
Gateway wouldn' t stop bringing the heat.
Trying to make one last run, K. Lowes
went up for a layup. The globe hit the
glass, went into the cup, and a Gateway
defender scooped the ball out. No call was
made, and the SLUH faithful went crazy.

ing the season.
In his first year as SLUH head coach,
John Ross had big shoes to fill. Replacing
SLUH legend Don Maurer without star
Troy Lindbeck proved a difficult task.
Ross took on the challenge and led his
team to a 13-13 record. Beating MCC
rival CBC twice, winning the consolation
championship in the Collinsville tournament, and the Berthold Bomb were a few
of the highlights from the year. Taking on
the challenge ofleading the
team next year are sophomore Andy Lowes, juniors
Jason Laflore, Patrick
~ Ostapowicz and Phineas
Troy. "With Wyrwich
·· ~ gone, I'll just have to step
, up as the new swat team
president," said P. Troy.
Taking nine seniors out
of a system that they had
gotten used to last year and
throwing them into something new is quite a daunting task.
Ross and
Rittenhouse did a great job
helping them adjust. "The
season went very well. It
was tough because nobody had the same
.roll as last year, but the players stepped
up. From the Kirkwood game on, we
really showed what kind of team we were,"
said Ross. The Basketbills ended the season on a 6-3 run. Congratulations go to
Ross, Ritt, and all of the players on a cashmoney season.

__
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Down 54-37 with a minute left, the SLUH
seniors came out of the game for the last
time. Showing signs of what's to come
next year, Jason Laflore, the dime-droppin'
dandy, shook and booked his way down
the court, then dished out his crystal ball
to Andy Lowes, who dropped it in for the
double. Gateway beat SLUH 54-39, end-

THIS WEEK IN PREP NEWS HISTORY
LIBRARY EDITION

February 19,1988 Volume LIT, Number22
"In addition to the new computer circulation system, which was installed in late
September, a new and more professional
139 x 35 inch wooden desk has been
placed at the entrance. Composed of birch
wood veneer, the desk was made to match
the existing furniture to provide a "cohesive look," according to (librarian) Mrs.
Shewman. The main and auxiliary desks,
which feature more surfaces and drawer

space, cost about $4000."

February 23,1979 VolumeXLID,Number23
"As a result of 'Library Awareness Week'
last week, 23 of the missing books have
been returned and over 80 have been
donated to the Library's collection. The
Library Staff really appreciates this fine
response but wants the students to continue to concentrate on returning all books
throughout the rest of the year."
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SENIOR PROJECT

Understanding the handicapped: SLARC
Alex Born
Reporter
In the first few days of January, I was thrown into an
environment which I never could have prepared myself for. With
minimal training I began working at Sunnen, an activities center
located in Creve Couer which serves adults with developmental
disabilities. The people at Sunnen have mental disabilities ranging from mild to profound-some talk, some sign, and some are
noncommunicative.
My job at Sunnen was deceptively easy-to keep the folks
busy. The room was lined with shelves and cabinets brimming
with puzzles, games, crayons, and magazines-how hard could
it be?
A question asked throughout this process has been "What
were your expectations going into your project site?" I'm probably not the only one to say that I didn't know what to expect. I
didn't expect to be loved as I was, to be
welcomed as I was, and to be moved as I was.
I figured it would be challenging-that's one
of the reasons I chose it-and I was right about
that. The work was not easy. It was intimidating at first. I was very cautious about what I .
was doing and saying, fearful of inadvertently
making a scene and was truthfully quite passive and reserved. I'm not sure when it started,
but soon I became more and more comfortable around Sunnen. I was no longer afraid to
initiate conversations and activities with the clients. Immediately
I began enjoying myself more and more until I looked forward to
going in the next morning at the end of each day. As my
confidence grew, so did my relationships with the people there.
I came to know their personalities, what they liked and disliked,
and other things unique to each person which allowed me to get
closer to them. When I reached this point, I really started to have
fun. "The guys," as I came to call them, invariably put a smile on
my face that only left me as I walked out of the room to call it a
day.
However, the world at Sunnen was not all love and laughter.
There were some who did not seem to love or appreciate, who
seemed bitter or angry. At first I tried to ignore them because they
intimidated me. However, I came to realize that these were the
ones who needed affection and loving attention the most. It was
easy to smile and play with Mike-he smiled all the time and
would smile all day even if you didn't play with him. But it was
hard to love Kate. She always had food on her face and tended to
scratch you if she didn't know you. It was sad to see people like
her ignored just because of their visually negative dispositions. I
couldn't know if Kate was really angry all of the time but I gave
her the benefit of the doubt and assumed she wasn't, that she just
looked like it. I'm sure many of you other seniors had a few

especially challenging people at your projects-children or adults
that made you uncomfortable, that smelled bad, that ate messily,
that demanded a lot of things and attention. At first I shied away
from these people and focused on the ones that seemed happier
and more receptive.
However, it didn't take me long to discover that the people
who made me most uncomfortable probably made everyone else
uncomfortable and that they needed love and attention just as
much, if not more, than those who got the most of it. When I began
broadening my scope to include everyone at Sunnen, when I
began working more closely with those who challenged me the
most I became more and more convinced that I was making a
difference and doing good.
An especially rewarding experience for me was initiating
and fostering a relationship with a man with Down's Syndrome
named Tom. Tom, they warned me, sometimes got violent if he
didn ' t have his way or if he felt his space was
invaded. I was intimidated, but kept this to
myself. For the first week or so Tom would
have nothing to do with me despite my attempts to introduce myself and be friendly.
Okay, I thought, if he doesn' t want to like me,
that's fine. I let things cool down fot a few
days, then tried a different approach. I slowly
introduced myself into his world by finding
things we had in common and learning what
• he liked and disliked. As I eased myself into
Tom's world, he came to recognize me and want me to be around.
By the middle of the second week he knew my name and wanted
to eat lunch with me each day. I am so glad I did not give up on
Tom-on my last day as I was leaving he stopped me, gave me
a hug, and told me he was going to miss me.

RE-CAST
(from 3)
the recent one had with advanced technology, and different
approaches to the play by the casts, but they were fundamentally
similar in both appearance and spirit.
The crew was so dedicated to each other, even after 32 years,
that one woman even flew in from Minneapolis. Schulte loved
being able to "relive a great memory." Peterman said that "(they)
all adore(d) each other" and that "(they) had such a great time
(they) were out until 4 in the morning."
As for the theater squad that counted on the stage this
weekend, everyone agreed that they were fantastic. Schulte
thought that the "kids were validated" by being able to meet such
a historic and wonderful cast, and he hoped that they could see
that they were "part of a tradition."
As Peterman pointed out, "Joe Schulte hasn't changed a bit
since then."
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